Abstract: This paper is research on the distribution system's simulation of large company's logistics under Internet of Things
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet of Things (IoT) technology, a huge business value network is formed. The results would encourage multiple service providers to develop services for IoT [1] . Multiple services providers will require the development of a suitable, scalable service delivery platform, which enables the fast and cost-effective creation of new IoT services. However, the network capacity of IoT has some characteristics of error-prone, unreliable, limited energy, and constrained resources, so how to deliver services over IoT becomes a big challenge in service computing. The research topic discussed in this paper is about IoT-based service delivery, which includes the service delivery framework model, IoT capabilities abstract framework and related algorithms, distributed service description, dynamic combination based on life cycle model and its algorithm, trustful service exposure, negotiation mechanism and its algorithm for multiple service providers. Based on TMF SDF, SensorLogic SDP, and L. Atzori IoT middleware, an IoT-based service delivery framework model is proposed for chaos of the IoT service environment, service development of "chimney", and lack of sustainability. The first, IoT-based service delivery environment is divided into service providers, service consumers, and IoT infrastructure providers by referring to TMF SDF.
Paper D u, W a n g and H o n g [2] prompts a model which realizes IoT resource share using dynamic coordination and abstraction technology. Lastly, complex service is quickly created by service dynamic composition. Compared with TMF SDF, SensorLogic SDP, and L. Atzori IoT middleware, the model effectively solves problem of IoT services stability, service dynamic composition, and trustful service exposure. Referred to EU FP7SENSEI, G. Fortina object abstraction and dynamic coordination, this paper proposes a novel IoT capabilities abstraction framework with dynamic collaboration, self-organization and fault tolerance, and its related algorithm. The framework of Z h o u and Ma [3] firstly abstracts Smart Object in the Internet of things (CHN node) into PRA agent for the unstructured data real-time and complexity. This has intelligence formalization, selfmanagement ability, and autonomic computing ability for each PRA agent. Then, a RCT-based coordinate algorithm is proposed for each PRA limited computing power. Lastly, a TFA and Load-based self-evaluation algorithm is proposed for each PRA internal structure dynamic variable. Compared with EU FP7SENSEI, G. Fortina object abstraction and dynamic coordination, the model and some algorithm not only maintain IoT services stability and reliability, but also support the service dynamic composition. According to the E. G. da Silva dynamic service composition and S. C. Geyik robust dynamic sensor service composition, Y a n g, P a n g and Z h a n g [4] propose a life cycle-based distributed service description and dynamic composition model and its algorithm for a large heterogeneity, unstructured datadriver service, and decentralization service composition of atomic sensor service. Each PRA is abstracted into semantic service by metadata in sensor service description, which enhances robustness of service. According to service life-cycle, the dynamic sensor service composition is divided into four phases: service planning, discovery, selection and execution. In the planning phase, it proposes generation algorithm of dynamic service composition for Planning Domain, User Requirement and Workflow. In the discovery phase, it proposes service discovery algorithm based on input/output semantic matching. In the selection phase, it has proposed service selection algorithm based on Fuzzy Logic and PSO. In the execution phase, dynamic service composition script is deployed on service broker, which service composition metadata is dynamically mapped on IoT network capabilities. Compared with E.G. da Silva dynamic service composition, and S. C. Geyik [5] robust dynamic sensor service composition, the model and some algorithm effectively solves problem of unstructured data-driver service dynamic composition. Referencing S. Alam service exposure of IoT services and T. Finin service exposure on SDP, in the paper of Liu and Z h u [6] is proposed the trustful service exposure and negotiation mechanism for multiple service providers. The mechanism firstly assigns virtual ID card to each service provider by trustbased access control. Then, the mutual trust is established by the direct or indirect trust reasoning, and the trustful service exposure mechanism is established by the trustful service level agreement negotiation. Finally through comprehensive SLA evaluator, service capabilities are assigned to service provider. Compared with S. Alam service exposure of IoT services and T. Finin service exposure on SDP, service delivery capabilities are exposed for multiple service providers by the trustful service exposure and negotiation mechanism.
The framework of Traveling salesman problem
The genetic algorithm and the ant colony optimization algorithm are studied seriously, then some new ideas and novel algorithms are proposed. These novel algorithms are successfully applied to the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) and distribution network reconfiguration. Based on the analysis of fitness landscape of TSP, a variable neighborhood search mutation operator, called GIIM, is designed by combining simple inversion mutation operator with insertion mutation operator. The GIIM can adaptively adjust the size of neighborhood search, and has very strong ability of local search. Based on GIIM, an efficient genetic algorithm for TSP, called EGA, is presented by combining Partially Matched crossover (PMX) and annealing selection with elitist strategy. The simulation for TSP shows that EGA has not only very strong global search ability but also very fast convergence speed, whose testing results are the same or even more superior ones in comparison with the optimal path in the newest literatures and TSPLIB. Based on the analyses of human evolution's properties, a novel Genetic Algorithm (GTGA) is proposed with analogies to the gene pool and two basis gene operation methods in gene therapy theory. The core of GTGA lies on construction of a gene pool and a therapy operator, which consists of insertion operation and removing operation. The methods of creation and updating of the gene pool and construction of the therapy operator are given and demonstrated by TSP. The theoretical analysis and simulation results of TSP show that GTGA can restrain the degeneration and premature convergence phenomenon effectively during the evolutionary process while greatly increasing the convergence speed [7] .
TSP (Traveling Salesman Problem) is a combination optimization problem with simple definition but difficult to be solved, which attracts many researchers in various fields including mathematics, physics, biology and Artificial Intelligence (AI). It has become and will continue to be a standard problem to test new algorithms of combination optimization. Theoretically speaking, the enumeration not only can solve TSP, but also can get the best answer. But the best answer in such huge search space is hard to obtained by nowadays computers using common enumeration. Therefore, all kinds of algorithms to solve TSP emerged because of demand. Among of them, evolutionary algorithm is one of advanced technologies. Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) is an intelligent algorithm that learns from the evolutionary process in the nature. EA employs a coding technology and some genetic operations. Under the pressure of selection, which means "fits survive", the algorithm can produce an optimal solution. EA becomes a general solver of challenge problems, because it is simple and seldom needs any additional information about the problem. The new 2-adjacency representation of the Hybrid Evolutionary Algorithm (HEA) is presented in J i a n g et al. [8] . The reason for this is that the traditional routing representations are not considerably appropriate for evolutionary processing. The new representation which is exclusive for each routing improves the heritability of evolutionary operators. The properties and operations of this new representation turn into the parameters and evolutionary operators of the HEA. The local optimizations are hybridized in, in order to speed up HEA. Local optimizations are the methods which are always used to solve the TSP. They are also parts of some other methods. They are very efficient. The performances of different local optimizations are analyzed in this paper. This paper presents a hybrid local optimization which is a part of the HEA. The experiments of TSP benchmarks indicate that the proposed scheme reaches the existing optimal solutions, even gets better solutions. Concerning the efficiency, hybrid local optimization has better efficiency, but the HEA is able to get better solutions with acceptable efficiency. A multi-threading HEA is implemented, in order to speed up the scheme. The results reveal the parallel essence of evolution algorithms [9] .
The logistics in China has made a rapid evolution because of its connection to the world, and also because of the broken constraints of the external conditions. In Han et al. [10] , some important problems of logistics are proposed and some of the solutions of these problems are offered and confirmed by simulations. The concepts of logistics are shown, the statistics of logistics in our country and abroad is analyzed. Then some of the important problems connected to design and implementations of logistics have been proposed. The choice of model for the problem to find the best route of a logistic problem is studied; a model based on M-TSP is chosen. The solution of an M-TSP is studied firstly, and then a typical logistic routine problem is transformed into an abstract and quantitative model based on M-TSP. An important combinatorial optimization problem, which is called TSP with NP-complete property, is solved by Ant Algorithm. In the latter part of this paper, simulations of some TSPLIB problems are shown to confirm the effectiveness of the algorithm. At last, in the paper Han et al. [10] are given some methods or advice on how to solve some of the other problems of logistics.
Demand and information synergy type
From the process of logistic, distribution has a strong demand of information synergy if compared to transportation or warehousing. In order information transmission, transportation monitoring, loading and unloading cargo information, sorting optimization attention is paid to the logistics information system of internal information synergy and reasonable operation. If the goods start distribution, client can track the goods from information system platform; logistics enterprise can control the goods distribution path real-time; transportation management department can monitor the vehicle movement real-time with a lot of internal and external information flow, real-time information processing and feedback. Therefore, we set the simulation model for distribution modules, where validation of real-time information has practical significance to enhance the efficiency of distribution.
An effective traveller information system has the potential to ease the impacts of incident conditions wide in the network. It is also important to note that the use of information may detriment some OD pairs while benefiting other OD pairs. The best fit distributions showed that a considerable number of drivers accepted smaller gaps during congested traffic conditions than in free flow conditions. A methodology is described that can be used to update the times in the bus timetables by using schedule adherence data. The goal of this methodology is to maximize the on-time density area.
In the city logistics distribution, right choose of route often determines total efficiency and cost of distribution process. With the development of city size, distribution of the distance between nodes is also widening; it is difficult to judge the optimal path in space intuitively. At the same time, with increasing city-auto possession, road resource is occupied and congestions change traffic conditions in peak time. These leads to difficulties in city logistics distribution to be judged the right times on the base of historical experience. Resent situation of city traffic is: expended road network, more complex road conditions, and more prediction errors of delivery time. Along with the further improvement of China's infrastructure and the progress of traffic data collection technology, the internal and external information synergy distribution modelling and simulation made a prominent contribution to improving distribution efficiency and reducing distribution cost.
Logistics distributions need to meet the following conditions: (1) logistics distribution operations standardization, (2) quick logistics distribution response, (3) more accurate data for the predicted market, (4) distribution process modernization. The demand of information synergy is more important than other logistic processes, because distribution uses a variety of information means and multiple ports keep real-time information collection and transmission.
The information synergy simulation model is as follows: ( 1) ,
Equation (1) shows that distribution problem based on information synergy was in the different sampling cycle of different TSP combinations. The problem turns into the traditional TSP when TSPi are one and the same. This paper discusses cases with different TSPi. Equation (2) shows that the ultimate goal of distribution is the sum of all desired values of TSP during the T time cycle. Its overall objective is optimization, not to pursue local optimum. Equation (3) is the definition of sampling cycle. It shows that in the sampling period of parameters remain unchanged.
We may get the calculating method for the main index in the following equations:
Their matching eigenvectors matrix is (6) 

In traditional static simulation, we don't consider real-time traffic information synergy, and then weights of road depend on the length of road only. It means that the solution of the shortest path is got, and this result is not the real demand of distribution. Therefore, the distribution simulation system requires the road weights which considered real-time traffic condition information to ensure that the result of simulation has reality effect.
Congestion coefficient is the most important coefficient which reflects the real-time traffic condition information. The higher of congestion coefficient, the more road congestion, and the traveling time becomes longer. In order to reflect the change of congestion coefficient in different periods, we assume that one day has 2000 time units. According to morning and evening peaks, we divided the 2000 time units into 5 periods. During the simulation process, the start of distribution was marked with t. We calculate the average value of congestion coefficient during the t period. Calculation formula is listed below:
where v0 is vehicle frees speed (average speed of vehicle when there is no traffic congestion); vt -vehicle speed, which is considered in the real-time traffic conditions; f -congestion coefficient. When f increases, vehicle speed decreases accordingly, the weight of the same road increases, and vice versa. The calculation formula of weight of road is
If the current time distribution task is not complete, we set the vehicle arriving last distribution goal as a starting point. According to the value f in the next period, weight of road is calculated from Equation (15), and the next road is chosen. When the deduction is repeated according to the above process, the final results of simulation will be achieved. Fig. 2 shows the structure of online logistics automatic monitoring system. Fig. 3 shows the network nodes for the logistics system.
As far as a person has history regularity of various traffic behaviours during the day, therefore, in different periods the city traffic is also different. The starting time of distribution also affects the overall effect of the distribution. We set the node number of cities as 10, and initial velocity of distribution vehicle is 200. In traditional simulation, because we do not consider real-time traffic information, we just think about the shortest route. So, the simulation result of whole time is longer than with considered information synergy. We can't find the best route because of that reason. However, the network capacity of IoT has some characteristics of error-prone, unreliable, limited energy, and constrained resources. So, how to deliver services over IoT becomes a big challenge in service computing. The research topic discussed in this paper is about IoT-based service delivery, which includes the service delivery framework model, IoT capabilities abstract framework and related algorithms, distributed service description and dynamic combination based on life cycle model and its algorithm, and trustful service exposure and negotiation mechanism and its algorithm for multiple service providers.
Conclusion
From the process of logistic, compare with order, transportation and warehousing, distribution has a strong demand of information synergy. Order information transmission, transportation monitoring, loading and unloading cargo information, sorting optimization attention is paid to the logistics information system of internal information synergy and reasonable operation. If the goods start distribution, client can track the goods from information system platform, logistics enterprise can control the goods distribution path real-time, transportation management department can monitor the vehicle movement real-time with a lot of internal and external information flow, real-time information processing and feedback. Therefore, we set the simulation model for distribution modules and validation of real-time information to enhance the efficiency of distribution to practical significance.
This paper demonstrated that information synergy can significantly improve the efficiency of distribution system. In this information synergy system, IOT technology has been applied. A simulation study has shown that with the synergy of real-time traffic information, customers can trace cargo information, logistics enterprise can real-time optimize distribution path, traffic management department can real-time monitor vehicle movements. The implications of the research are to enhance the modern logistics system efficiency and improve the level of distribution service. The IOT technology is the best method which enhanced the integration of city logistics and transportation information.
